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In this paper an analytic solition has been obtained for a Wn-steady free convection on a thick vertical plate, a.
resulting from heat transfer'fr a wellstirred fluid at !he o&er face of the plate. Effects of the diffusivity ~t i 0 parameter k, and Pranpt%mber q on h a t flux at lntedsa have been exhibit& graphically. The author6 studied the conjugate aspect of the problem for small values of time talring into accougt the thickness of the plate.
'
Thp present paper deals wim the transient free convection in fhe quies&nt fluid, resulting From thd heat transfer from the well stitred fluid in contact-with the other face of the thick plate. Following Carslaw & Jaeger7, the face in antact with the well stirred fluid is assumed to remain at a constant temprature throughout. The problem has its appliytion,in calorimetry and heat exchangers.
P R O B L E M
Taking &axis along the vertical doubly infinite plate of thickness I, 'such'that --I 4 y < 0, the well stirred and the quiesceqt fluid respectively occupy the space y < -I and y 2 0. Also -m < < x 00 for both the solid and the fluid regions. Initigl temperature of the solid and the q u i e m t fluid is aeto apd that of well stirred fluid To, whkh for t >O equals to the temperature of the surface of contact. For the problem stated the equations in the non-dimensional form -can be written as : . :
-+ -
.
Solutions of equations (6) and (7) , .
-.--. . either an increase in kinematic viscdsitj-of th6 fiuid or decreaie4n the.diEusivity of the solid. Both will causc delayed diffusion of heat and hen& delayed attainment of the maximum value of heat flux. -II
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